Ford fe manual transmission
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site. Or Learn more Continue. Share Share with:. Link: Copy link. Chevy and Pontiac had
4-speeds while Ford was saddled with a column 3-speed. Chrysler had a killer automatic, so the
lack of a floor-shifted stick was not such a big loss. So when did Ford come out with a
floor-shifted manual tranny for hi-po motor? Is this true? And did Ford ever produce a
floor-shifted 3-speed manual for these cars over the years? Or the 3-speed was strictly a
column-shifted affair for the big cars? In Vancouver B. Really rare car then and probably none
survived. Leny Mason. Have always been the Masters of rule manipulation to be in their favor.
It's fine for GM to win all the NasCrap races, but you just have Ford win 3 or 4 races in a row,
and then look for a rule change that invariably benefits GM. It's been an all GM show ever since.
OK, rant over, 'Gave a good day". That's my Dad's red '61 Starliner in that link. He had one just
like it new in He and the dealer he bought it from waited as long as they could to order it
because of the rumor that a 4-speed was coming. He could not get one and ended up with a T
R11 OD. Phil Bonner also said he could not get a 4-speed in , even with his connections. My
opinion is there may have been a few with dealer installed 4-speeds. I think it was mainly "on
paper" to allow racers to be legal late in with a 4-speed and many times it was a GM Corvette
transmission that was used. Hot Rod did an article about the 4-speed in and showed it being
used in a '61 sedan at Pikes Peak. Back to top. OK Join. Choose Display Mode Original Dark.
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link. Planning a street-stip car, mostly street but has to be strong enough for a few trips to the
track. Any help is appreciated! Chuck J. I'm surely not a big fan of that design of transmission,
but they do work for the most part. Using a Quick time bellhousing, they bolt right up. I hate that
we give money away myself, but sometimes you just have to bite the bullet. Hardly anything we
use is totally made in the USA anymore They may say Dell on them, but the parts come from
overseas They can hold the power you're making and then some. If you're using a Toploader
now, you can order the TKO with a short input shaft so that it will bolt right up. You won't break
the bank with a If you would like to discuss the details, I'd be happy to answer any questions
that you have. Richmond, like TKO, sells many variants of 5 speed transmissions. But, this
trans is overdriven 5th is. Check their website for details. It would be wise to carefully weigh all
the options one has today among a variety of great 5 and even 6 speed transmissions, checking
if the pricing includes a shifter or not, the degree of difficulty in installing same, whether it's a
direct drive or o. Nice to have so many choices these days, I say. Will use a 3. Wish me luck.
Hey, I do like the TKO trannys myself. One thing to consider too with any o. I like the gear
spacing in my older design 1st gear Street Richmond with the direct drive in 5th. If you've
driven any 5 or 6 speed tranny where top gear is severely overdriven think:. Often, a shift into
top gear results in almost a 'stall' condition where engine rpms drop precipitously. Unless one
is setting new Bonneville land speed records for top mph, high gear is quite limited and often
never used at all! I've had Viper and Vette drivers comment on the unsuitability of high gear in
some cases. Not so with a tightly spaced trans and rear gear combo Richmond, TKO or
otherwise where one can actually use top gear for more than just setting new mpg economy
records. Careful selection of both the tran's top gear AND rear end gearing can avoid this
situation in many cases. It's a customer car. I hope that he can get the honor. My job is to make
it driveable. When he returns from Iraq plans are to visit his son's in Louisiana, Florida and then
roll it on up to Syracuse to his Dad's and brother's place. One of the reasons for the tall o. This
thing is gonna see a lot of super slab miles. I do try and "baby" the customer cars I had about
30 or 40 miles on it I did NOT try and break that one either. My car doesn't see any track time,
but I do thrash it pretty hard sometimes. I love the overdrive streetability of the tremec. As dad
says, it practically idles at highway speed and saves me a fortune on gas. Last summer, I had a
few more people in the car than usual and the extra weight caused the car to hook up really well
in second instead of cocking its ass to the side and spinning the tires like it usually does. Well
I'm here to say that my TKO didn't miss a beat on that hard shift. After that they shift fine. I think
Ross has told me that he has shifted his at about and his is an out of the box TKO Part of the

isses that a lot of people have is that 1. It has no adjustable stops, nor is it spring loaded. An
aftermarket shifter like a Steeda Tri-Ax makes a world of difference. If you want to shift it over ,
then it doesn't involve face plating or pro shifting, but just a little work to the synchronizer and
gear cones, plus blocking ring and shifter fork upgrades. It's still a fully synchonized
transmission, just "tweaked". Read more posts 6 remaining. Back to top. OK Join. Choose
Display Mode Original Dark. The Jalopy Journal. Terms of Service. Privacy Policy. Log in or
Sign up. Atomic Industries Register now to get rid of these ads! The H. Tags: fe f floor shift
manual transmission. Hey Everyone, I'm new to the H. B and I have a Ford F My F has the FE
motor and it's got a 3 speed on the tree. I have a little extra money and I'm planning to get the
motor rebuilt by a shop nothing crazy, but just something simple good for hp My three speed
has limited life left in it, and even though hp wont be much, I know it'll be more than that tranny
can handle. Also I want to switch to a floor shifter. Would anyone lend some advice on what 4 or
5 speed floor mounted tranny will bolt up to the FE? I'm not an old hot rodder by any means, so
this is all new for me. Any advice would be greatly appreciated. Thank you, David stand-al0ne.
Stand-Al0ne , Feb 25, Your budget is going to limit your options. They were put in Galaxies and
Pickups behind FE's. The light duty versions behind sixes, y-blocks, and windsor small blocks
won't help you much. You should be able to find a good one for a couple hundred. A Hurst floor
shifter will bolt right up. No overdrive though. Overdrive, bullet proof and requires the removal
of your favorite money tree. Last edited: Feb 25, FrozenMerc , Feb 25, I'd go C-6 or BW T Nice
easy bolt ins. I love the sound of a cammed FE. Welcome to the HAMB. El Caballo , Feb 25, The
3 speed manual you have is a fully synchronized 3. It shares the same architecture as the
legendary Ford top loader 4 speed. A lighter version was used in the small block cars. I like the
idea of retaining the three on the tree. It's traditional. Damn everyone thanks for all the replies
so far! Trust me this is a big help hearing from everyone and seeing what options are available
or should be considered. I'm loving the H. B community already and hope one day I'll be able to
give some insight to pass along. I have friends much smarter than me making the decision. It'll
be during this time that the motor is pulled it will be getting mildly built I dont know much as I
mentioned before, but I know the in the '66 was kinda rare, so I would like to keep the stock
motor. Plus the previous owner already installed Edelbrock Intake manifold and Edelbrock
4barrel carb, and I've added Pertronix Ignitor II, so wouldn't mind keeping down the road she's
on. I know others can make more power, but it'll be a fun truck nonetheless. Since the clutch
already feels weak, and the tranny doesnt like shifting into 2nd very often, I think its during this
time she should get the tranny solved too. The goal is to be cruising to the beach on the
weekends by end of April! Thanks for spendingt so much time on your profile sheet Everything
you have would work on a just as well as that Something to think about, if you want more
power. Have an old timer look at the truck. You may not have a transmission problem, but a
worn out shifter. Try shifting in a definite H motion going from 1 to 2. If you try to shift it like a Z
it aggravates the worn linkage situation, if thats what it is. Good Luck. It came in Trucks, looks
like any top loader 4 speed, takes a Hurst or? No electronix, no cable to pull and No adapter
needed. The Wizzard. Pist-n-Broke , Feb 25, Yeah, adjustable rockers really do need to go with
the cam, that is what I had on my Galaxie. Crazy Steve , Feb 25, Yep, '68 was the first year of the
It still amazes me that it took Ford 7 years to figure out that it was cheaper to build one block for
both the and rather than two. All the is is a with the bore Those FE toploader three speeds really
are tough transmissions; I had one in a '58 Ford wagon with a built FE, and that was the only
driveline piece I never broke Hell, it even survived a few missed shifts Re-taper the cut edge and
you'll be good to go. So,how about Top loader out of a 69 Cougar to a 64 T bird ? Any issues?
As long as you have the right 'up bellhousing, no issues Thanks Steve. Thought so, but you
know them old Fords.. I think I would be more concerned about getting that and whatever
transmission to sit in the crown vic cradle and what clearance issue's your going to encounter
there!!! Hey folks, Update - we're in the middle of the build. That is on the near future list of
having done. There are some guys running big blocks on the crown vic suspension. I think it'll
take a little math to get the right motor mount fabricated, but we're optimistic at this point. Also,
transmission is staying put. Transmission I have is a 3-speed top loader. Hearing all the good
things about top loaders has changed my decision on swapping to anything else. At this point,
since we have the rear end from a Town Car with a 2. So, going to replace the clutch, convert to
a floor shifter, and keep on trucking. Crazy Steve, I also plan to send you a PM to pick your
brain about floor shift conversion kits. Stand-Al0ne , Apr 19, It's more than I wanted to pay only
more in the sense that I'm cheap lol , but all the parts are new and it should be almost direct
bolt-on at this point. Can't wait to create a build thread and post pics when everything is coming
back together. Thanks again for everyone's input. Stand-Al0ne , Apr 25, Old wolf , Apr 25, You
must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name
or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
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Instagram. Close Ratio:. This photo shows the difference between the T and T The above picture
shows the difference between the T and T manual transmissions. The T has a PTO port on the
passenger side of the case. The T has two PTO covers â€” one on each side. Tremec T 4-Speed.
Ford Truck Manual Transmissions. Case casting number is Synchronized in 2nd,3rd, and 4th,
with 1st and reverse non-synchronized. Available in 2 and 4wd drive versions. Care should be
used when ordering parts to make positive ID of unit. Found in Dodge trucks, Ford pickup
trucks and stripped chassis, to 72 GM trucks, and International Harvester and Navistar trucks
from Easily confused with T18, but the T19 is synchronized in all forward speeds. The T19 has a
single step reverse idler gear while the T18 has a 2 step reverse idler. Available in 2 and 4 WD
models. Synchronized in all forward gears, with top loaded cast iron case. Used in Ford light
duty pickups and vans. Similar in appearance to the Ford top loader transmission but has
overdrive 4th gear. Three shift rails mounted to the left side of case. This unit was produced for
cars also but with lighter duty bearings and gear train. Produced in 2 and 4 wheel drive
versions. Has an aluminum case with shifter turret mounted on extension housing.
Synchronized in all forward speeds with 4th being overdrive. Used in Ford light duty pickup
trucks There is also a passenger car version of this unit with lighter duty bearings and gear
ratios. Aluminum case and shift tower. Found in Ford F light duty trucks from , also known as a
TOD top shift overdrive Produced in 2 and 4 wheel drive versions. F Up M5R2 Mazda built 5
speed fully synchronized transmission found in to present Ford F series trucks and full size
Broncos. Aluminum case, extension housing, and shift cover, with integral bell housing. Very
similar in design to M5R1, but larger with shift lever located in center of shift cover. Available in
2 and 4WD versions. In case is changed to accommodate modular motor 4. In the case was
changed for 4. The case is very similar to earlier style units with case length shorter on 4. The
bell housing is integral to the case. Shifter is mounted to small shift cover on top of unit. Built in
2 and 4WD versions. The Super duty model has a mechanical park brake assembly mounted to
the extension housing. The S is found behind , , , , and diesel power plants. Great care should
be taken to properly identify the unit you are working on as both the S and S appear to be the
same and with the great variety of ratios available, it is easy to order the wrong parts. Both units
have PTO covers on each side of case. On the left side of the case is mounted and ID tag, which
gives the Ford Part number, the ZF part number and the unit serial number. All gears are
synchronized. This unit has an aluminum case with integral bell housing, a center support, and
rear case. This unit is built in both 2 and 4WD versions. The S is found behind diesel engines of
and up Ford Super duty and stripped chassis up to a gross combined weight of 26, lbs. The unit
weighs in at lbs. A unique feature of this unit is an internal oil pump driven off the front of the
countershaft that circul
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ates the lube to a trans cooler. An easy way to identify this unit is by the cooling lines mounted
to the case as found in automatic transmissions. Id tags are mounted on the left side of the
main case. Top loaded heavy-duty 4-speed transmission with cast iron case and shift cover.
Used in Ford trucks Top loaded heavy-duty 4-speed transmission with cast iron case and
extension housing and aluminum shift tower. Top loaded 4 speed with 4th being overdrive.
Mazda built 5 speed fully synchronized transmission found in to present Ford F series trucks
and full size Broncos. F, F30, F, and Super Duty. The S Heavy duty 5 speed fully synchronized
transmission with aluminum case and extension housing. The S unit is used behind the same
engines from to present. An extremely heavy-duty unit with 6 forward speed. NP Ratio: 1st.
Close Ratio: 1st. ZF S Close Ratio â€” 7. New Process 4-Speed. New Process Mazda M5R2
5-Speed. M5R2 5-Speed. Borg Warner T Borg Warner T 4-Speed. ZF S 5-Speed. ZF S 6-Speed.

